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President Barack Obama promises
era of much-needed change for U.S.
He added the U.S. remains the most
prosperous, powerful nation on earth,
but the time of putting off unpleasant
To the music of “Hail to the Chief,” decisions has passed.
the blasts from a 21-gun salute and
“We must pick ourselves up, dust
the cheers of more than two million
ourselves off and begin again die work
people, Barack Obama was sworn into of remaking America Obama said.
office as the 44th president of the U.S.
A live stream of the inauguration
on Tuesday.
attracted more than 2,000 students
“Today I say to you
and
faculty
at
that the challenges
Grand Valley State
“We must pick
we face are real,”
University. |
Obama said in his
They were able
ourselves
up,
dust
first speech delivered
to gather in the
as president. “They
ourselves off and
hieldliouse Arena or
are serious and they
a! one of GVSU’s
begin
again
the
are many. They will
satellite
campuses
not be met easily or
work of remaking
to watch via webcast
in a short span of
the ceremony
inf'
America.”
time. But know this,
Washington. D.C.
< ftAmerica, they will
“This
is
be met.”
BARACK OBAMA
inspirational.” said
He addressed the
U S PRESIDENT
Thomas J. Haas,
current
economic
GVSU
president.
crisis as well as the
“Our
children
war and other “indicators of crisis” as and generations after can point to
the challenges the country is facing
He said the challenges the nation is
See Inauguration, A2
facing are new, but reminded us our
values are old.
See more: Go to
Obama also said the American
people are hopeful even in the midst
"Your Insights" and the
of these tough times.
editorial on A4. Visit
“We gather because we have chosen
Lanthorn.com for a
hope over fear, unity of purpose over
conflict and discord,” he said.
slideshow of parties.

By Katie Wendt
GVl. Staff Writer

INAUGURATION: THE NUMBERS
3-1: Margin of Americans who feel more optimistic about [if
the future of the country now that Obama is president.
58: Number of different federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies
13,000: Parade participants from all 50 states
$8,249: The price of a seat at the swearing-in ceremony
being advertised by one online ticket broker.
240,000: Number of distributed tickets, free of charge,
for the swearing-in ceremony
Aloha America: President Barack Obama waves whilg walking during the inaugural parade route along Pennsylvania Avenue luesday m WashingipfV
Obarrftwas sworn in as the 44tK president and first Black president. Many Americans are looking to Obama to solve the nation’s economic crisis first.

r

*Statistics provided by the Associated Press and BBC News
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Obama to travel from King's mountaintop
By Jenny Whalen
GVl. Managing Editor

As Barack Obama took the oath of
office Tuesday, the significance of the
moment, celebrated less than 24 hours
after Martin Luther King. Jr. Day. could
not be overlooked.
Whether Obama will continue
King’s legacy remains to be seen, but
that he is living proof of King’s work is
undeniable.
“The meaning of Obama’s election for
many people is that it is the final period
in the civil rights movement,” s^tid Louis
Moore, assistant professor of History.
“The country is finally united enough
that you can elect a Bla>.k president.'

Though civil rights legislation was
passed some 40 years ago. Moore said
the healing, which occurred In those
decades leading to the present, has only
now come to fruition.
JP 'jfffk
“King brought everyone together, and
that’s the process that has been healing
America for the last 40 years,” Moore
said. “King and others fought the battle
of inequality to let white Americans in
the world see Black humanity and that
henetitted Obama.”
JSEL
Mark Richards, associate professor
and chair of the Department of Political
Science, said he views Obama’s presence
ip office as a partial fulfillment of King’s
proverbial “dream.”
“It shows that the American political

Courtesy Photo t Google' Images

llam"
Dream again? Some 40 years after Martin Luther ki
Americans are looking to President Barack Obama to t <mtinue king's work
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system is able to reward merit,ability and
experience ” Richards said. “(Obama's
election’ll is a tremendous victory in terms
of the symbolism of an Afncan-American
being elected to the highest political
office. It shatters a major discriminatory
barrier.”
Moore noted! Obama is proof of
America’s progBsy that people of
different racial backgrounds can have
a child who van gitm up healthy in
America.
“So long before, to be mixed in
America was almost abnormal,” Vloore
said. “ftrwas a big no no, but I think
we’ve moved beyond that to a multiracial
America '
Jeanim Anderson, Student Senate
vice president of Political Affairs, credits
Obama's access to the work of King <1 nd
other civil rights activists.
“The big level is that had King not
done the work he did, or inspired fieople
to continue,that work, Obama wouldn’t
have had the chance to go to law school,
be a senator and be president - period.”
Anderson said. “People made a decision
based on who would be the (vest president
anti not that he was white or Black this
is what Kinp hoped for 50 >ears ago.”
Andct .on aided she believes ()bama’s
election represents a chance in mentality
that started almost 50 years ago.
She said she looks to Obama to
continue Kina’s mission Jo unite all
people Black, tv bite, rich and poor.
“1 s%w a quote by somopne that said
someihigg like. ‘Martuj Ipnther King,
(Jr.Ttri&l to get tr»
I** mount,untop
and now that Obama is jfiere, we v*n
leach for the stars. ■ the said/’ We made
that climb we're there, awl we can go
farther now than before.'’1
Mo* >rfc loo, said he hopes Obama's
presidency w’dt pick up where King icti
off. not necessarily with race, but with

I
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Ask Gleaves:
Inauguration Special
democracy ”j-j wa^ pucked w ith
well wishers. Indeed. seveenf
GVL Guest Coiumiust
siudents from Grand Valley
Is the inauguration of State Univer^itN made a
Barock Ohuma one of trip to witness ibis histOl
ever.r «
the most anticipated in transcendent
The \citenv nr to share in
American history?
Barack Obama’s first day in
office was due to a variety of
- Tabitha Bell, senior
reasons. First is ihc genuine
hospitality and tourism
pride of many Americans
management major
that the nation’s first Black
president was sworn in He
Tuesday’s inauguration of
placed his hand on Abraham
our nation’s 44th president
1 .incolit’* Bible Probably no
commanded the World s
one in Lincoln’s day iq...........
'attention like nothing since
Black \mericai s banc
9/1 f and the 4c-uh of TVmce**
Bible maffetm mauguf
Diana. Around the globe,
. The act was a truly r<'
record numbers of people
moment in American nwtory.
^watched television covcTuge^of
Second ns Barack Obama;
the event Some th^ee *o four
represents generational chaflg^r^
million U S. citi/etfc» tonyerged
Bight t S. pre*idem» nerved in
uoifoftjii Ih World War II. Two
on Washington, D. C , to
experience the festivities. The
U.S. president* were babyNational Mall, stretching mi re
boomers whr came ofage
than two miles from the Lin. oln during the Vietnam War efti,
Memonal to the C ipitolVw cst
Obama is or lust president
portico - the “from porch of
See Graves, A2
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the Obama campaign, did not
make it out to the Fieldhouse,
but said she was still excited to
watch it as it aired.
“Seeing so many people
there to witness President
Obama’s swearing in really
reminded me of the sense of
unity I felt with all of the other
campaign workers on election
night,” l^ane said. “It always
feels good to work for a cause
and then to see your goal
realized.”
She added she believed the
most striking line in Obama’s
speech was when he stated
we would “no longer have to
choose between our safety and
ideals.” For Lane, that phrase
made a deliberate, but graceful
distinction between this new
administration and the recent
issues our nation has faced.
“I know Obama will not be
able to solve all of our country’s
problems, but I do think he
has the ability to revitalize
a lot of the feelings of hope
and optimism that will get us
through our current struggles,”
Lane said.
She
added
although
optimism is not as tangible
as new laws and policies,
she believes it can be just as
powerful.
kwendt@ lanthorn .com

Inauguration
continued from page A1

(Inauguration
Day)
with
integrity that anyone can grow
up in our nation and be the
president.”
He said the inauguration
marks a new beginning with a
new perspective of the nation’s
challenges as a leader in the
world.
Cleaves Whitney, director
of the Hauenstein Center of
Presidential Studies at GVSU,
said Obama hit all the right
notes in his inaugural address,
including his reaffirmation in
domestic and foreign affairs
as well as the sacrifice of the
people in uniform.
Whitney said being able to
watch the inauguration in the
Fieldhouse with a thousand
students, faculty and staff from
GVSU was unlike any previous
inauguration he had witnessed.
“It was quite a moving
ceremony and filled my heart
with pride,” Whitney said.
“Everyone there spontaneously
stood during the oath of office.
Throughout the ceremony there
were bursts of applause, an
occasional chorus of affirmation
and not a few tears.”
Chelsea Lane, a GVSU
freshman who interned for

Obama
continued from page A1

the “disease of economic
inequality.”
"Post-1945 America was
growing economically like no
other time, but the division
between the have and the havenots was growing, too,” Moore
said. “King understood that and
knew that to close those gaps
he had to bring people together.
It’s the same with Obama, but
Obama is looking at the middle
class, too. They both want to
cure the same disease.”

Grand Valley Lanthorn

In doing so, Moore said he
believes Obama is going to take
America back to finish the ideas
of Lyndon Johnson’s “great
society.”
“We have all this money,
we’re the greatest nation in the
world, but to change the future,
we have to attack the problem
of unequal education,” Moore
said. “That way you will get a
better America.”
An America such as the one
King dreamed of more than 40
years ago.
monof(inf>editor@ lanthorn jcom

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Triumph: Some 45 years after Martin Luther King, Jr.'s historic speech, joy and
disbelief arise in the hearts of Americans as Obama takes the stage as president.
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who became politically
active after Vietnam. The
expectation (though it may be
naive) is the 44th president
will not engage in politics as
usual but will bring a fresh
perspective to America’s
challenges and a new style of
leadership to Washington.
Third has to do with the
mood surrounding the 2008
presidential contest. Surveys
revealed voters were angrier
than ever when they cast their
ballots in November. Up to
75 percent of those polled
were dissatisfied or extremely
unhappy with the condition of
the nation. George W. Bush
had lost his GOP base and
seemingly his way, leaving his
successor with two unresolved
wars, an economy shaken
to its foundations and bitter
debate over waterboarding,
Guantanamo and warrantless
wiretapping. McCain’s defeat
at the polls, even after efforts
to distance himself from the
sitting president, confirmed
the widespread discontent.
People clearly wanted change.
These factors go far to
show why the inauguration
of Obama is one of the most
anticipated in U.S. history.
It almost ranks with three
previous inaugurations.
In 1789, when George
Washington made the trip
from his home at Mount
Vernon, Va., to New York
City, then the nation’s capital,
he was greeted by parades
and enthusiastic well-wishers
all along the way. The people
adored the former commander
of the Continental Army. They
also knew much was at stake.
The new republic existed in a
world of hostile monarchies.
The future of republican
government everywhere
depended on whether the
nation’s first president could
implement the Constitution
and establish a government
strong enough to survive.
Washington later wrote he
trembled with dread as he
watched the adoring crowds
and contemplated the coming
trials.
In 1861, when Lincoln
prepared to leave Springfield,
III., for the nation’s capital.

he was not even sure what '
he would be president of.
Seven states had seceded
after learning of his election.;
War clouds gathered on the
southern horizon. Lincoln’s
trip to Washington, D C., was
fraught with danger. There
had been numerous threats of
assassination, and a mob tried
to menace the president-elect
in Baltimore, Lincoln had to
spend the evening before his
inauguration secretly holed
up in the Willard Hotel. Even
his ride up Pennsylvania
Avenue on Inauguration
Day was tense, as numerous
bodyguards surrounded his
carriage to block potential
assassins.
In 1933, Franklin
Roosevelt made the trip from
New York to Washington,
D.C., when the Great
Depression had already
held the nation in its grip
for some three years. The
president-elect had narrowly
escaped assassination in an
attack that claimed the life
of Chicago Mayor Anton
Cermak. Abroad, international
relations deteriorated quickly.
Adolph Hitler consolidated
power in Germany, Joseph
Stalin tightened his grip over
the Soviet Union and Benito
Mussolini was about to attack
Abyssinia. The world’s most
terrible war was within a
few years of erupting; nor
did the prospects at home
look promising. One in four
Americans was out of work.
The U.S. economy contracted
day by day. Americans needed
hope their new president
could keep the peace, while
bringing back prosperity and
stability to the nation.
At the start of 2009,
Obama does not face the
same threats that Washington,
Lincoln and Roosevelt had
to confront at the outset of
their presidencies. But he is
beset by serious crises, and
he will have to face them
with courage, prudence and
wisdom.
Gleaves Whitney is
the director of GVSU’s
Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies. You can
ask him a question at http://"
www.allpresidents.org.
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AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY

MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT

n

$439

8" SUB SANDWICHES

I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY!

REATEST
CREATfc’*^
0l/**MET SANDWlC^
Corporate Headquarters Champaign. Il

Real applewatd smoked ham aad prorolone cheese

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

(araished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo

#2 BIG JOHN
Medium rare choice readt heel, topped with
yemmy mayo, iettece. and ttmata.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*
fresh beosemade tuna, mued with celery, omens,
aad nor tasty saace. then tapped with alfalfa sprants.

SUM I
SUM 2
SUM 3
SUM 4
SUM 5
SUM 6

A cheese
Roast Reef
Ham

I fall 1/4 paaad af real applawaad smoked ham.
pravalaae cheese. Iettece. temate A real mayo!

Tuna salad
Turkey breast

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB4

Salami, capicala. cheese

Real geaoa salami. Italian capicala. smektd ham.
aad pravalaae cheese all tapped with Iettece. temate.
aaiaa. maya. and nar homemade Italian vmaigratta.
(Toe hav ta arder hat peppers, jest ask!)

Doable pravalaae

Same ingredients and prici of the

Tbe original Italian sab with genoa salami, pravtlone.
capicola. amen, lettnce tomato. & a real tasty Italian

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB4
I full 1/4 paaad af fresh sliced medium rare
raast bail, pravaloae. lettuce, tomate. A maya.

c^msoP

#5 VITO*'

#11 COUNTRY CLUB4
fresh sliced turkey breast, applewaad smoked ham.
pravalaae. and tans al lettuce, temate. aad maya!

sub or club without the bread.

(R vary traditional, yet always eiccptioaal classic!)

vinaigrette (Net peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

#12 BEACH CLUB4

&

layers el prorolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa spronts sliced cucumber.
Iettece. lemate. and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not

let vegetarians only

0OM lUMCHtS. FLtTTtFS Ft FTIIS’

...............pexe dude')

DfllVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 45c per item (•/-iat».

j.j.e.L.r
lacon. lettuce, tomato. A mayo
(The only better IIT is mama sHT)

* * JIMMYJOHNS.COM * *

<S>

fresh baked turkey breast, pravalaae cheese, avoende
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lattact. tomato and
maya! (It s the real deal, and it am t even Califnrnia.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB4
Doable prevelene. real avecada spraad. sliced
cucumber alfalfa sprauts. lattaca. tamata. A maya.
(Try il an my / gram whale wheal bread. This veggie
sandwich is werld class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB4

★ SIDES ★
* Seda Pop ........................ ..........................

Raast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, temate. A may*,
in Interican classic, certainly nat invented by J.J. bat

$139/S1 59

definitely tweaked and fme-tuned ta parfactma!

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN'

* Riant chocolate chip or oatmeal taisin cookie

$150

* Real potato chips er (urnha kosher dill pickle ..

$0 99

* frtra load of meat .........

Si 50

This

SOTO

Jimmy John's brother Hoey. It's huge

SO 10

enough to feed the hungriest of all
homans' Tons of genoa salami sliced

................ .........

* Istra cheese or eitra attcado spread ....
* Hot Peppers .........

.

.......... ............... .

FREEBIES (SUBS l CLUBS ONIVI
Onion lettacc alfalfa spraots. *omata mjyn sirred
cocomber li|on mostard ml A vinegar and oregano

sandwich

was

mvemed

#15 CLUB TUNA4
by

smoked ham capicola. roast beef,
turkey A provolone lammed lata
one of our homemade fronch buns

The same as ear ft3 Totally Taaa eicapt this ane has
a lat more fresh housemade tana salad, pravalaae.
sprouts cucumber: lettuce. A temate

#16 CLUB LULU4
fresh sliced tarkey breast, bacan. lattaca. tomato.
A maya (JJ’s original turkey A bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*

then smothered with onions, may*
lettuce, temate. A aar homemade

Real appltwoad smoked ham aad bacaa with lattaca.

Italian dressing

tamata A maya. what ceefd bt batter!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLENDALE
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Low Garb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM'*

(^ranb

#8 BILLY CLUB*
Choice raast boat, smoked ham. pravalaae cheese
Di|am mustard. Iettece. temate. A maya.

cucumber, lettnce. and ttmatn (My tnna racks!)

fresh sliced tnrkey breast, tapped with lettnce.
temate. alfalfa sprouts and mayo. (The original)
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#7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB

PLAIN SUMS'

•I PEPE4

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My clab sandwiches bare twice tbe meat ar cheese, try il
aa my fresh baked thick sliced 7grain brand ar my Iamous
homemade french bread!

til »t my tasty sab sandwiches are a tall I inches el
homemade french bread, fresh re(|ies and tbe finest
meats L cbeese I can bay! tnd il it matters te yee.
we slice e*erytbin( Iresb everyday ia this store, rifbt
here where yea can sec it. (Na mystery meat here!)
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616.892.2
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GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
National search for Oscar
coverage targets colleges

Mtvll is teaming up with
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences to send one
college journalist to Los Angeles
to cover the red carpet and
backstage events at this year’s
Oscar Ceremonies.
Grand
Valley
State
University students interested
in this opportunity can submit
a video showcasing their
broadcast journalism skills and
an explanation as to why they
are best for the job. All videos
should be from a team of one
anchor and one videographer.
The top 10 videos, as chosen
by the Academy and MtvU will
be posted online and then voted
on. The winner will travel to Los
, Angeles to cover Oscar events.
Deadline for submissions
is Wednesday. For more
information, contact Sharon
Liveten at S.Liveten@att.net.
LGBT Resource Center welcomes
new assistant director

After moving at the beginning
of the fall semester to the Kirkhof
Center, the LGBT Resource
Center is welcoming Colette
Beighley, former director of
communications for the Triangle
, "Foundation, as the center’s
assistant director.
She assists Director Milt
Ford with programming and the
center’s daily operations.
The Arcus Foundation of
Kalamazoo, one of the nation’s
largest foundations dedicated to
supporting LGBT issues, funds
her position.
Beighley has worked through
several coalitions and volunteer
oiganizations,
including
the Michigan Safe Schools
Coalition. She worked to lobby
state legislators to pass an anti
bullying bill.
This experience in learning
can be of help in the LGBT
Resource Center for she has
connections to ensure project
completion.
Beighley officially joined the
JGVSU community Jan. 5 and
will work full time.
FAFSA application deadline
approaching for students

To qualify for financial
aid, students must reapply for
federal aid through the FAFSA
form, found online at fafsa.
gov.
This application uses tax
information for the 2008 year,
which needs to be processed
well before the April 15
deadline to meet the federal,
June 30 deadline. However, the
sooner students submit their
application, the more financial
aid they can receive because it
is given on a first-come, firstserve basis.
In addition to federal student
aid, students may also use the
FAFSA to apply for aid from
other sources, including state
and school. Check important
state deadlines at http://www.
fafsa.ed.gov under the “Before
Beginning a FAFSA” link.
Check with GVSU’s financial
aid office for information about
school deadlines.
GVSU’s
financial
aid
information can be found
] at
http://www.gvsu.edu/
! financialaid.

Silent march sees record
number of participants
a part of it, the experience was
worthwhile.
Haas said it is important
The impact of silence was for students to be involved in
evident on Monday as a record celebrating King’s life because
setting number of Grand Valley his message of using individual
State University students, faculty responsibility and talent to serve
and
community
members others is similar to GVSU’s
participated in the Silent March goal.
commemorating Martin Luther
“King had higher aspirations
King, Jr. Day.
for our students,” Haas said. “We
President Thomas J. Haas need to realize our potential and
and Bobby Springer, associate help fulfill his dream.”
director of the Office of
Springer
Multicultural
echoed the belief
Affairs, led the
in the potential of
“We are better
march , which
GVSU students.
boasted
the
together than as
“Weare better
greatest turnout of
together than as
individuals,
this
is
the three years it
individuals,thisis
has been held.
a time to feel the
a time to feel the
Along
the
brotherhood,” he
brotherhood.”
route
from
said.
Zumbeige Library
T h o u g h
to the Fieldhouse
attendance was
Arena,
signs
not completely
BOBBY SPRINGER
informed walkers
voluntary,
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF
of
different
students seemed
OMA
accomplishments
enthusiastic to
in King’s life,
be involved.
ending with his
Brigid Nash, a freshman
assassination on April 4,1968.
majoring in exercise science,
“Martin Luther King, Jr.’s described the experience as
legacy is really felt on campuses intense.
throughout the nation,” Haas said.
She said she thought it was
“The march is a time to stop and important to be involved because
reflect on the challenges (King) King was so instrumental in
went through for our country.”
gaining equality in the U.S.
Passersby were just as affected
Allendale
High
School
by the march of participants.
senior Kyle Cushman traveled
Everyone took notice of the long, to GVSU to participate in the
silent procession.
march along with the rest of his
Springer said previously the World Conflicts class.
march was not silent, but taking
Cushman said the class
away conversation during the attends every year.
walk allowed people to reflect
“It’s important to get out and
and feel a better connection with see historic events,” Cushman
King’s cause.
said. “(King) is part of our
“It is a time for all of us to history.”
come together for the great cause
Haas said he was inspired and
of equality and justice.” Springer proud to be a part of the GVSU
said.
community
commemorating
Overall, the march lasted King’s life and accomplishments
less than 10 minutes, but for in such a way.
those who braved the cold to be
news @ hinthorn £om

By Lauren Fitch
GVL News Editor

GVL / Kim Miller

Singing remembrance: Voices of GVSU perform at the program in the
Fieldhouse that followed the silent march on Monday

|

• Lanthorn Literary Edition to give
J $100 for winters

j
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
j is seeking submissions for its
? Literary Edition, which will be
* published March 9.
The five categories are:
|
1
1. Art and Design
t
t
Illustration
t
t
Poetry
I
<
Photography
Prose/Short Story
r
The deadline is Feb. 20 at 5
* p.m. and participants may enter
t up to three submissions per
! category.
!
One entry from each category
! will win $100,so long as there are
J at least three separate participants
| per category.
Not all submissions will
J be published and l^anthom
Employees are not eligible to
,win.
However, a staff section will
be offered.
Entries or questions may
be directed to Managing
Editor Jenny Whalen
at
managingeditor@ lanthorn .com
or(6l6) 331-2893.
!?ge design by Mariana S. Saucedo

mm:.
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Record numbers: GVSU students march around campus to remember Martin Luther King, Jr. and everything he fought for.
The march saw a record number of participants this year compared to past years.

Juan Williams joins faculty, students
for insight into MLK legacy
By Ellen Hensel
GVL Assistant News Editor

Junior Annastasia Graham
clutched a journal with her as she
walked Monday from Zumberge
Library to the

, The Joum^ P

3

The entry for
Monday was Williams
focused
on
one thing, “a dream.”
Graham marched as part of a
day-long celebration of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day.
She said although MLK Day
does not hold the mass appeal
of Christmas or Thanksgiving, it
means so much more to her than
any others.
“It is the memory of what
allowed my people to make the
strides we have today,” Graham
said, who is involved in several
organizations including the Black
Student Union. “I hope people
realize what this day should mean
to everyone, it is a culmination of
centuries of work.”
This year. Grand Valley State
University celebrated Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day with notable
guest, Juan Williams, political
analyst, author and National
F\iblic Radio correspondent.
At the MLK program, "Honor
the March and Inherit the
Dream,” Williams spoke to the
legacy of the civil rights activist
as it applies today.
Hundreds gathered in the
Fieldhouse Arena to hear the
remarks of Williams as well as
FYesident Thomas J. Haas and
various students.
Haas took the event as an
opportunity to assure students
the university would continue to
strive for equal rights.
“We will continue to provide
a climate of inclusiveness," Haas
said.
Williams visited GVSU as a

guest of the Office of Multicultural experience and insight in both
Affairs.
modem politics and a vested
Associate Director of OMA, interest in the state of America’s
Bobby Springer, introduced Black community.
Williams at an invitation-only
He said King could never
lunch Monday.
have expected Obama’s election,
He said MLK day is not especially only 40 short years after
simply a day to be celebrated and his “I Have a Dream” speech.
then forgotten, but King’s legacy
“It was a politician winning an
extends beyond the confines of election,” Williams said. “That
time.
may be breaking one racial banner
“1 think that
but Dr. King
the importance of
fought to break
“Obama shows
MLK, (Jr.) Day
many
racial
potential for good
is going to extend
barriers - fought
past
midnight
for voting rights
things in Black
into (Tuesday)
and segregation
people. Obama does laws. Obama
and inauguration
give hope to the
day,”
Springer
shows potential
said. “It is a new
Black community...” for good things
birth. We need
in Black people.
to find common
Obama does give
JUAN WILLIAMS
hope to the Black
ground,
find
POLITICAL ANALYST
common ground
community
in
acrimony.
because
now
That ability for people to come there isn’t that glass ceiling for
together in King’s vision of race children, where you could do
relations is the beginning of everything but be president. But
finding common ground."
Dr. King couldn’t have dreamt
Against the backdrop of this of a Barack Obama coming in 40
historic presidential inauguration, years. Maybe one day in America
much of William’s address but not as soon as Obama did.”
focused on what connection
Graham attended William’s
there is between King and now address, too, and said his insight
helped her understand better how
President Barack Obama.
However, Williams warned to celebrate the two momentous
against making an immediate days.
comparison between the two
“Williams understood that
leaders.
these two Black leaders have gone
“There is a real trap I think incredibly far and have taught the
in making a quick connection,” American citizens that our ideal,
Williams said. “I think it is that nothing is impossible, is
seductive to make a connection more than just a set of inspiring
because you have two people who words,” Graham said.
As the event came to a close
have reached astounding heights
of leadership. Parallels exist; they Monday, Graham sat with tears
are inescapable. But we have to streaming down her face. She
resist the temptation to connect wiped them away hurriedly but
them. King was a prophet and eventually let them roll down her
a civil rights leader. Obama is a face,
“I’m crying because this
hard-boiled. Ivy League-educated
politician. King comes out of is what my parents and their
an age of great deprivation and grandparents and so many
discrimination. Obama is a child generations have been waiting
for,” Graham said. “Dr. King
of a multicultural USA.”
However, with this year’s began a dream decades ago and
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day with events like these and those
rhetoric inextricably connected that will happen nationally, it just
to Obama, despite any unfounded gives me hope.”
assistantnews @ lanthorn rom
connections, Williams brought

Courtesy Photo I Irk Stotke

Prideful march: GVSU President Thomas J Haas and Juan Williams lead the silent march to commemorate Martin Luther King, Jr Day The silent march saw the highest number of participants who gathered at
the main entrance of the Zumberge Library and marched around campus There were signs along the march that declared significant moments and facts from Martin Luther King, Jr’s life
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Why care?
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The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Editorial Page Board
Alicia Alabbas
Eric Lee
Jenny Whalen
Lauren Fitch

Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor
News Editor

“Today I say to you that the challenges
we face are real. They are serious and
they are many. They will not be met
easily or in a short span of time. But
know this, America, they will be met.”
U.S. President, in his inaugural address

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .anthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .anthom.
The Grand Valley lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columas and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I etters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictioas and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for a impelling reasons.
The content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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What should President Barack Obama do first?*

"What he should do first
is definitely make tuition
cheaper for students.
I'm a little bit biased
because I'm a student. It
would definitely help me
out in the long run."

"Develop an economic
plan to ensure the
stability of America. The
path we're going down
is not a foundation for
generations to come,
and that needs to
change."

"Fix this economy. A lot
of people in America are
suffering. Once he can
get the economy back
up and running, that's
when we can spread
out and focus on other
issues."

Amber Berta

Sarah Veselenak

Raymond Yeow

Dave Palma

Isaiah Vann

Sophomore
Nursing
Jackson, Mich.

Freshman
Legal Studies/International
Relations
Royal Oak, Mich.

Freshman
Cell and Molecular Biology
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Senior
English
Caledonia, Mich.

Sophomore
Political Science
Detroit', Mich'. '"

"That's a really tough
question. He's going
to have to figure out
the best way to bring
together both parties in
order to fix the economy,
because one-party
solutions often are met
with a lot of friction and
could slow the process."

"Fix the conomy. Make
sure a stimulus package '
goes through, Congress s
OKs it and we get the
economy back on track."-

i'"Ky
ti

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Dying to get to class
Car crashes - a practically
inevitable part of the winter
semester in West Michigan.
Your car is totaled, it’s
unbearably cold outside and
you missed your class.
Most of you probably
arrived to class on Thursday
and Friday last week, but I
know a lot of you who drove
probably did not. You were too
busy assessing the damage to
your car.
I spent die better half of my
Thursday waiting for a tow
truck.
On my way to class
downtown last Thursday,
I crashed after someone in
front of me decided to break

suddenly, causing them to lose
control of their car, leaving
me the choice of crashing
into them, or a snow bank.
Obviously, I chose the latter.
The other car managed to
regain control and drive away,
while I was left stranded with
two flat tires and substantial
damage to the front end of my
G6.
I’m not bitter.
Interestingly though, as my
car was spinning among lanes.
I was preoccupied thinking
about how I was going to be
late for class.
I, like my fellow columnist,
pledged to try to attend all my
classes this semester and as
my car went up onto the curb
and into the snow bank, all I
could think was I had already
broken one of my New Year’s
resolutions.
Now as my parents pointed
exit to me, several times. I
didn’t need to drive to class.

I do live on the Allendale
Campus, and I could have
just as easily taken the bus
downtown. I recognize driving
to class last Thursday was
a bad choice on my part.
Flowever, this situation got
me thinking. Why was I so
secure about driving to class
on 'Thursday?
Soon enough I had my
answer. I saw one of my
commuter friends and realized
as long as Grand Valley State
University had not cancelled
classes, then it must be safe to
drive.
Some may think this is a
bad conclusion to draw, but
is it? I personally could have
just as easily taken the bus,
but what about the commuter
students who have no choice
but to drive to the university
in these conditions. Are they
expected to risk their lives to
get to class when the roads are
horrible, but classes remain in

session?
^
Students should not have to,
make the choice to either risk .,
their lives driving to class, or r|
risk hurting their grades by not
attending,
,h
This is an important
^
issue, which should be
i{
thought over more carefully.
by officials who decide
,,
when to keep GVSU
open. Of course. I’m not
suggesting GVSU should f>
close every time it snows;
the university would never “
be open. I just believe a
university with such a large
commuter population needs
to evaluate how to allow
these students to get to class,
without having them put
themselves in great amounts
of danger getting to campus.
As for me, well, I’m
going to take the bus more
often now, especially since
my car is in the body shop.
psaenz @ Ian thorn .com

Did Obama lie? We can always hope
Sara
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As we live in the moment of history being
made, our generation needs to take
responsibility and action in a government
that was built to allow us to do so.
With your Facebook friends only a click away and unlimited
texting monopolizing your attention, the inauguration of
president No. 44 may have not made this week’s schedule of
events.
Big mistake.
A passive, uninterested approach to government has no
place in a land that claims government of the people, by the
people and for the people. To not know the actions of your
government is frankly unacceptable when in so many other
nations such knowledge is withheld.
While the leaders of government certainly bear some of the
blame associated with the ongoing economic recession and
U.S. involvement in conflicts outside our borders, the people
share an equal, if not greater portion of this fault.
A democracy, first and foremost, the success of the
government and country as a whole is dependent on the support
and interest of its people. To have a voice in our republic’s
action is a privilege too often regarded as a chore.
In Monday’s issue of the Lanthorn, students at Grand Valley
State University were asked what they would do during the
inauguration. While some said they were forced to attend class,
others blatantly admitted to doing other insignificant things or
simply not caring.
At a time directly after one of the largest young voter turnouts,
it is obvious the results are endless and the unthinkable can
become reality.
It is the present generation of 18 to 35 year olds who will
forge the future of our nation. Obama may represent change,
but his campaign slogan is empty if the American youth does
not wake up from its techno-toy induced stupor.
The Wii will still be there when you have finished reading
this week’s top news stories. You will still have strength
in your fingers to text after you have typed a letter to your
congressman.
The time to let others deal with the nation’s problems has
passed. Our generation does not have the luxury of sitting this
decade out. The economy will not change unless we monitor
our use of credit. The glaciers will continue to recede and
the temperature of our planet will continue to rise unless we
change our habits.
Change does not work on the trickle-down principle, but
rather the willingness for somebody to be the first to stand up
at a time when our nation needs us the most.
GVSU students, we are the future of this country, and
the success of our nation rests upon the shoulders of our
responsibilities and achievements.
It doesn’t take a lot to be the person who can make a
difference, but it does take someone who cares.

.J
editorial@lanthorn.conrl
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During his “crusade for
change,” President Barack
Obama racked up more than
500 campaign promises. To
accomplish them all. he will
have to fulfill at least two every week - for the next four
years. It would be unrealistic to
expect this of any president.
On average, only 62
percent of campaign promises
actually reach fruition. Broken
campaign promises are nothing
new.
Hopefully Obama will be
able to discern which promises
deserve the most attention and
those that should he forgotten.
He made an alarming
pledge to Planned Parenthood
more than a year ago: “The
first thing I’d do as president
is sign the Freedom of Choice

Act. That’s the first thing that
I’d do.”
Freedom of Choice Act.
Sounds useful, maybe like it
would improve equality, or
something Americans support.
Not the case. FOCA is an
unnecessary, radical, prochoice attempt to revert many
laws currently supported by
many people in our country.
The main goal of
FOCA is to establish
abortion as a “fundamental
right.” If harming oneself
psychologically and physically,
and destroying a life in the
process is a fundamental right,
then I guess the casual abuse of
narcotics slxwild be a right, too.
Why would passing an act,
such as FOCA, that has no
place within a humane society
even be considered? Most
obvious is the fear pro-choice
activists have that America will
come to realize the homicidal
quality of abortion. The nature
of this piece of legislature
is retroactive. Meaning

everything anti-abortion
supporters have worked for
during the 36 years (today)
since the Roe v. Wade decision
would be obliterated. Limits
on abortion would be no
longer valid. In the text itself,
FOCA states it “applies to
every Federal, State, and local
statute.ordinance ...decision
... (X any other action enacted,
adopted or implemented
before, on, or after the date of
enactment of this Act.”
FOCA would permit
abortions without parental
consent or knowledge. It opens
ckxirs to allow federal funding
to cover abortions - forcing
us to pay taxes that w(xild be
used to kill unwanted children.
In total, 550 federal and state
laws would be nullified by
FOCA. Those that arc most
concerning regulate the health
and safety of abortion clinics,
and require licensed physicians
to perform the abortions
Catholic hospitals are legally
protected from being forced to

perform abortions - no longer
in effect with the passing of
FOCA - not much freedom
of choice after all. Perhaps
more upsetting is the removal
of the Partial Birth Abortion
Ban of 2003 - with which
only 25 percent of Americans
disagreed.
By passing FOCA,
President Obama would
be intentionally opposing
the beliefs of this country’s
citizens, conveniently ignoring
the right to life clearly stated
in the Constitution. Abortions
have been steadily decreasing
since the late ‘70s, now at a
new “low" around 12 million
per year. Experts estimate
this number would rise
significantly with FOCA.
Americans are trusting
Obama to lead us through
economic hardships. He should
spend time pursuing goals
other than FOCA. We know
what is right and wrong - and
that is not going to change.
scommet® lanthorn corn
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Simulation to thrust students into poverty
Women’s Center to host second annual ACCESS
Poverty Simulation Workshop today
.ilJl1J I
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This is the second year the Women’s
Center has put on a poverty simulation,
GVL Staff Writer
and students who attended last year’s
College students have long been simulation called the experience “life
known for being constantly broke and changing,” Wassenaar said.
in need of money for groceries, gas and
“The Women’s Center felt this was
other necessities.
important for many of our students
Even if the money situation is tight, that come from middle class homes to
many students have the option of experience first hand what it would be
borrowing money from their parents to like to live a life of poverty and how
help them out.
much work this involves,” Wassenaar
However, for people who live in said. “We are also looking for ways to
poverty, worries about money are a challenge people’s ideas of who the poor
constant problem, and they do not have encompasses.”
the luxury of going to someone for help.
Students who participate in the
Today’s ACCESS Poverty Simulation simulation will be assigned a role, such
Workshop, sponsored
as mother, child or
by the Women’s Center,
elderly person, and
“Poverty is an
will help students
then will spend an
overlooked and
realize what it is like
hour navigating the
for people who live in
social agencies in
underestimated issue.
poverty every day.
the community to
... Poverty affects
Taking place today
meet the needs of
in the Grand River
their families and
everything about our
Room, the interactive
themselves.
lives. It doesn't matter
program will help
Agencies will be
participants gain a
set up for students to
if you live in a mansion
greater understanding
meet with to make
or you live in a box ...”
of
the
challenges
arrangements
for
facing those living in
basic human needs
NICK SMOCK
poverty.
such as food, housing
GVSU FRESHMAN
“Students need to L
or transportation.
understand the kinds of
The
simulation
poverty people are experiencing in our will conclude with talk-back sessions,
communities,” said Jo Ann Wassenaar, and students will be able to meet with
associate director of the Women’s individuals who have lived with poverty
Center. “The challenges that face the in the Grand Rapids area.
0oor, the perception of why people live
Wassenaar said she hopes students
to poverty and also walk away knowing who attend the simulation will be less
the impact that they can have to make judgmental about those who live in
our communities a more safe place for poverty, and may even consider joining
all of its citizens.”
an organization that makes a difference

m
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By Allison Bleeker

!j 3

Courtesy Photo / Coogle Images

Facing reality: About 50 southwest Michigan business and community leaders experienced the virtual realities of poverty in a unique poverty simulation
conducted by the Kalamazoo County Poverty Reduction Initiative. The Community Action Poverty Simulation was designed to help people better
understand the realities of poverty. The GVSU Women's Center will host its own ACCESS Poverty Simulation Workshop at 2:30 p m. today.

in the community.
Several Grand Valley State University
students had differing opinions on
poverty and what is being done to stop
it.
“Poverty is an overlooked and
underestimated issue,” said freshman
Nick Smock. “Those of us, like myself,
don’t realize that poverty is at its all time
high right now, and we also don’t do
anything to change that. Poverty affects

everything about our lives. It doesn’t
matter if you live in a mansion or you
live in a box, poverty affects all of us. It
affects the economy, people’s health and
many other things.”
Freshman Andrea Wolfe said while
there are many factors that cause poverty,
volunteer organizations should be able
to help.
“I do believe that it is extremely
difficult for someone to escape poverty

once in it, but with the correct resources
and motivation, it can be done,” she
said.
Check in for the event begins at 2:15
p.m. and the actual simulation will begin
at 2:30. Students who would like to
attend must purchase a ticket in advance
at the Women’s Center.
ableeker@ lanthorn .com

EMU professor to argue planet in peril
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Staff Writer

The term, diversity, typically
calls to mind varieties in race,
sex and religion, but a professor
at Eastern Michigan University
aims to widen the definition to
include animals, water, soil and
trees.
In
Friday’s
“Rethinking
Diversity: An Argument for
EcoJustice
Education
and
Community-Based
Reform,”
Rebecca
Martusewicz
will
Explain
how
treating
the
earth with greater respect is a
necessity.
Ecojustice education is an
approach to education exploring
cultural roots and problems
with the cultural crisis. It looks
at the way we think, but does
not speculate on race, sex or
ecological degradation.
“These misconceptions are
all caused by ways of thinking,"

Martusewicz
said. “There
is a history
of believing
humans are
superior.”
Western
culture does
the worst job
ofmaintaining Martrawtc;
ecosystems of
any
culture
on the planet, Martusewicz said.
The economic organization, the
idea of unlimited growth, the
pursuit of profit and the constant
depletion of resources drains the
earth more than it can sustain.
“The planet is in peril,” she
said. “It is thousands of years
old. but in the past 100 years,
we’ve brought it to the brink of
destruction. If we don’t wake
up to the ethical responsibility,
we’re committing suicide. We
have a moral obligation to do

our part. We are not separate or based movement,” Martusewicz
said. “It’s (a) way of thinking we
superior to any living system.”
However, the nation can bring really need to revitalize.”
At
her
presentation,
about reform by teaching people,
in many different locations, Martusewicz will discuss how
universities
in
different ways of
“The planet is in
general can take
thinking.
diversity
One example
peril. It is thousands up
education,
of reform
is
of years old, but in
addressing
in
Detroit,
where
the
past 100 years,
particular
the
a network of
inequalities
community
we've brought
related
to
organizations
it to the brink of
ecojustice.
took on the issue
“Biodiversity
destruction.”
of food security,
is acted as a
Martusewicz
REBECCA
separate entity,”
said. Because of
MARTUSEWICZ
she said. “We
the
devastated
EMU PROFESSOR
must
bring
economy in the
social
and
city, many of the
urban areas were left without environmental diversity into the
grocery stores. So communities same sphere.”
Professor Gordon Alderink,
took over empty lots to grow
urban gardens to feed their who invited Martusewicz to
campus, said he sees her way of
families.
“This was a community- thinking as profound, one that

will give students and faculty a
perspective not widely known or
discussed.
“We have so many take-itfor-granted, cultural, deep-seated
assumptions, but many of these
things are destructive,’’ Alderink
said.
But Martusewicz works to
educate youth and communities
to reform failing ecosystems.
“She is interested in looking
at what we are teaching and how
we are teaching it,” Alderink
said. “Whether you are interested
in ecology or not, the problems
we are facing are huge. People in
the department of education need
to understand the seriousness of
the problem.”
Although ecojustice education
might not benefit this generation,
Alderink said he holds hope it
will benefit his grandchildren or
great-great-great-grandch i Idren.
Because
environmental

degradation began with the
industrial revolution, it will take
many years to repair the damage,
he said.
Sophomore H annah N icholson
said she believes students need
to be educated on the ecosystem
to prevent further damage. Even
their smallest contributions can
help fix the environment and
further the cause.
“I wish I could be better
informed in not just my footprint,
but also the actual damage
and problems my lifestyle or
that of Americans is causing,”
Nicholson said of her education.
“Rethinking
Diversity:
An Argument for Ecojustice
Education and CommunityBased Reform” will take place
Friday at 1:30 p.m. in Kirkhof
Center Room 2263. This event is
LI B I (X) approved.
ssko wronek @ lanthorn .com

do you! National Stalking Awareness Month
Too close for comfort:
Know Michigan stalking law
know?
The Michigan Stalking
Bill took effect Jan. 1,
1993.

1. The majority of stalking victims are celebrities.
FALSE
2. How many people are stalked in America every
year? 1.4 million
3. What percentage of women who are stalked by an
intimate partner are also sexually assaulted by that
‘•partner? 31 percent
4. The majority of women stalked by their current or
former intimate partner are also physically assaulted
by that partner. TRUE
5. What percentage of stalking victims are men?
22 percent
6. What percentage of stalkers are women?
13 percent
7. Most stalking victims who had obtained a protective
order against their stalker had the protective order
violated by the stalker.
TRUE.
8. How many states have stalking laws?
50
9. What percentage of male stalking victims are
stalked by other men?
60 percent
10. More than 80 percent of women who were stalked
on campus knew their stalker?
TRUE
♦Information courtesy of http://www.ncvc.org/src/
mainaspx?dbID=DB_QuizAnswcrs952

GVL Photo Illustration / Becky Reaver

Invisible threat: January is set aside as National Stalking Awareness Month to spread awareness of the
issue According to the National Center for Victims of Crime, about one in 12 women and one in 45 men
are stalked sometime in their lifetimes

L.

Techno-stalking:
Information compiled by Jenny Whalen,
GVL Managing Editor

Stalking is defined as: A
willful course of conduct
involving repeated or
continuing harassment of
another individual that
would cause a reasonable
person to feel terrorized,
frightened, intimidated,
threatened, harassed, or
molested, and that actually
causes the victim to feel
terrorized, frightened,
intimidated, threatened,
harassed, or molested.

Stalkers are increasingly using technology like Caller ID
to monitor their partner s calls, online databases, electronic
records and Web search engines to locate, track and harass
former partners.
Abusers continue to kirotjfy and adapt new computer
software and hardware tools to further stalk and harass
victims They use low technology monitoring options, such
ns viewing the Web site browser history or intercepting
e-rrwu, but rhone sophisticated SpyWare for surveillance is
employed as weft.
In Septemljer 2001. a Michigan man was charged with
installing spy software c«n the computer of his estranged

noncontinuous acts that
share the same purpose.
Harassment: Repeated
contact without
permission, which results
in emotional distress.
* Stalking is a misdemeanor,
with a penalty of one year
and/or a $1 ,(XX) fine, and up
to five years probation.
* Aggravated stalking is
a felony, with a penalty of
five years and/or a $10,(XX)
fine and any term of years
probation, including life,
and not less than five years.

Willful course of conduct:
Aggravated stalking:
A pattern of behavior
(a) If the stalking
made up of a series of
is violating a personal
two or more separate and
protection
order.
or
condition
of bail
or
wife. Without tier knowledge, the Spy Ware program sent Probation
him regular e mails reporting nil of her computer activity, f (b) If the stalking is the
including all e-mails sent and received and all Web sites Bfccond offense
■ (c) If stalking involves
visited.
a credible threat to kill
Stalkers are setting up Web sites that threaten survivors or
Ot physically harm an
encourage others to contact, harass or harm the surv ivor
Abusers are using e mail and instant messages to threaten Individual or a member of
tliat individual’s household
survIvors and impersonate them, too
iff family.
♦Information courtesy of Family Violence Prevention
and Health lYactJce. Issue 3, I>ecember 2005 at http;//
www.jfv php.< in*
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Campus leadership comes in many forms. Throughout the week of January 19-21

Five Phases of Campus Life recognized by OAK: Scholarship. Athletics. Community Service.
Social/Religious Activities/Campus Government, Journalism/Speech/Mass Media, and
Creative/Performing Arts. Look for OAK information at www.gvsu.edu/studentlife.
Celebrate the collective difference that each student makes at GVSU. WE are Grand Valley!
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Brotherly Laker love
By Matt Kuzawa
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GVL Sports Editor

Grand Valley State University’s senior
guard Pete Trammell said he always
knew both he and his younger brother,
freshman Wes Trammell, would someday
play college basketball. But during Wes’
senior year in high school, Pete began to
realize the possibility of the two playing
together for the Lakers.
“I was excited — he’s my brother
so that was the first excitement, but the
second excitement (was) that he’s a good
player and would be a good asset to our
team and the program,” Pete said.
The two brothers grew up just miles
from Allendale, attending Jenison High
School, where both players starred for
the varsity squad. As a high school senior
in 2004, Pete earned All-State honors
averaging 23 points, 10 rebounds and six
assists per game, while leading his school
to their first-ever regional title.
Wes, also an All-State selection during
his senior campaign, averaged 18 points,
five rebounds and three assists before
graduating from Jenison in 2008.
While growing up, the brothers said
they were never really apart, leading to
brotherly fights.
“We were just like any other brothers
would be - fighting,” Pete said. “But at
the same time we always had love for
each other. As we got older and more
mature we got closer.”
And just as they do now for the Lakers,
the Trammell brothers spent every day
growing up playing basketball together.
"That’s all we did,” Pete said. “We
used to play games (up to) 100. We
would literally play from after breakfast

Duo: Brothers Pete and Wes Trammell.

at (11 a.m. until 7 p.m., at) dinner time.”
Both Pete and Wes admit the elder
brother, Pete, wins the majority of games
played one-on-one. But Pete said he
is aware that may be experience and
maturity related.
“I knew there would be a day where
he would be too much for me to handle,”
he said. “I’m still getting better myself,
but he just got to college. This is his first
year; maybe a couple more years under
his belt and he’s going to be right there.”
While following in Pete’s footsteps
through high school and now at GVSU,
Wes said he does not mind being known
as Pete’s little brother.
“He’s my role model, he’s my hero,

GVL Photo Illustration / Luke Hotwagner

Times two: Pete and Wes Trammell show an awesome dynamic on the basketball court. Their next game is tonight against Northwood University

ever since I was little,” he said. “He’s
worked hard to get (the Trammell) name
out there and I want to continue to keep
(it) up there. 1 don’t want to disappoint
him.”
GVSU head basketball coach Ric
Wesley said it has been fun watching the
interaction between the two brothers.
“Pete has been a tremendous helper to
Wes — he’s always picking him up, looks
for him when he’s open,” Wesley said.
“Off the floor I’m sure he has helped him

Wes has really got to work at. It comes a
little more natural to Pete.”
Wes said he understands the
importance of being a leader and
communicating to his teammates, and
will watch and learn from his brother.
“That’s one of the reasons I’m so
excited to be here is to leam from him
- from my brother - and to just soak it
in,” he said.

through the bases in understanding what
the college game is all about.”
Wesley said Pete is a tremendous
leader and more vocal than Wes; and
while playing at the point guard position
- Wes has a lot of thinking to do.
“Hopefully as he gets more and more
comfortable he will emerge as more
vocal and demonstrative on the floor,” he
said. “It certainly helps our team to have
everybody that way, but certainly at that
point guard position that’s something that

sports@ lanthorn rom

The track to a championship: Pole vaulting
Out of the main events that make the track, field sport, this is the
second part in a series of weekly stories that will examine the
numerous aspects of track, field.
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Next week: Distance running/steeplechase
dad, a pole vault coach, taught him, and because they did not
have a short enough pole, Wilson learned using a stick he found
in the woods.
Pole vaulting is one of the most spectator-friendly events in
“It’s difficult to learn at full-speed,” he said.
track and field - just do not blink Athletes sprint down the runway,
Senior Dianna Noonan holds the women’s school record and
drive the pole into the box and fly into the air upside down trying
said pool vaulting can help younger vaulters
to clear a bar well over their heads.
feel more comfortable with die motion.
The vault happens so fast it can be hard for
“I run down the
“In the water, you have the chance to
spectators to tell everything that goes on. But it
not have to worry about a pole bending and
I'm
barreling
runway,
can be even harder for the athletes.
flinging you,” Noonan said, who believes she
down and I just zone
Grand Valley State University senior Bryant
and Wilson can give the Lakers a sweep in
Wilson, who has won the last two indoor
out. I can be running
the vault at nationals.
national titles, said he sometimes will not even
She added it can be intimidating when
down
the
runway
and
know if he cleared the bar.
a vaulter first starts bending the pole and
all of a sudden I'll
“1 mn down the runway, 1 ’m barreling down
soaring upside down.
and 1 just zone out,” Wilson said. “1 can be
Freshman Michael Coyne, who has been
be on the mat and I
running down the runway and all of a sudden
vaulting
since elementary school, thinks that
won't be able to tell
I’ll be on the mat and 1 won’t be able to tell you
is part of the fun.
what happened.”
you what happened.”
“Pretty much all pole vaulters are thrill
This makes it essential for vaulters to try
seekers,” Coyne said. “You gotta be a little
BRYANT WILSON
different things in practice to work on their
crazy to do it.”
GVSU SENIOR
technique and form. At GVSU, athletes watch
Coyne grew up idolizing his friend’s older
video of themselves, practice technique in the
brother, a pole vaulter at Gladstone High
gymnastics room and once a week take to the pool.
School in the Upper Peninsula, who later became his coach.
In “pool vaulting,” the athletes submerge themselves holding
“Some people are naturally good at football and stuff like that
on to a vertical pole. When they are deep enough in the water to — no one is naturally good at pole vaulting,” he said. “It’s always
reach their proper hand grip, they position their body just as-if been my favorite sport. It’s one of the sports where you have to
they were leaving the ground, before moving through the motion start at the very bottom and if you want to get good you have to
of a vault.
keep working at it, keep working at it, keep working at it. What
“You’ll never get the exact feeling of the vault unless you’re I like about it is that somebody can’t just pick it up and be better
vaulting, but this is as good as you can get,” Wilson said. "The than you .”
water gives you resistance, it slows you down. It’s kind of a way
The leakers will take to the runway Friday night in the Laker
to get the feel of the vault without all the other elements.”
Tbrf Building.
Speed on die runway along with planting your feet as the pole
gwieman @ lanthorn rom
meets the box are two dements that cannot be taught in the pool.
Wilson said those first steps make up 75 percent of the vault, but
See more:
it is also the easiest to learn.
Visit Lanthorn.com for a slideshow
Wilson has been vaulting since just before seventh grade. His

By Grant Wieman
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GVL Staff Writer

GVl I Bri Goodyear
begins to practice pole vaulting underwater

GVl / Bri Goodyear
Grasp: Senior Kellie Kieren prepares to ascend to the surface of the water
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GVl / Bn Goodyear

Straight down: Senior Kellie Kieren flips parallel to the pool floor during Tuesday's pole vaulting
practice in the Fieldhouse pool GVSU pole vaulters often practice their sport underwater.
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GVl I Bri Goodyear
Going up: Senior Kellie Kieren pulls herself upward on the pole during pole vaulting practice on
Tuesday in the Fieldhouse pool Practicing in the poo! is common for the vaulters
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'Selfless' senior leads vounq team
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Addition by
subtraction
plus for Laker
basketball
Who could have known
losing two of your top three
scorers and starting four
underclassmen (two of which
are freshman and none of
which were starters a year
ago) could help turn around a
program?
It appears to be the case
for the Grand Valley State
University women’s basketball
team (13-2,9-1), currently
rolling on a 10-game win streak
and looking entirely different
than the team that finished
fourth in the division, and lb12 a year ago.
A clean slate seems to be
just what this program needed.
One of those rare cases where
there is addition by subtraction.
The Lakers are receiving
consistency and steady
production from all five
starters, which could not be
said a season ago. In 2008,
success seemingly came or
went with Crystal Zick or Erin
Cyplik’s scoring touch any
given game.
In 2009, it wouldn’t be
unrealistic for the Lakers to
have five different leading
scorers in a five-game stretch.
Freshmen Emma Veach and
Jasmine Padin, this week’s
GLIAC North Division Player
of the Week, are young scorers
who complement senior
leading scorer Kim Wyngaard.
Veach has shown the ability
to rebound and Padin leads
the team in assists while both
average double-figure scoring
each game.
Though Padin stands only
5 feet 2 inches tall, there is
nothing small about her game.
Sophomore Kara Crawford
averages about 10 points
per contest and sophomore
Elizabeth Van Tiflin leads the
team in both rebounding and
steals.
Everywhere on the floor
these Lakers are getting the job
done.
And lets not forget the job of
head coach Janel Burgess.
In her second season,
Burgess seems to have found
the recruits and players that fit
into and believe in her system.
She has been able to build
a foundation for the Laker
women’s basketball program
and achieve the chemistry that
just didn’t seem to be there last
year.
Last year was frustrating
for the women, and it was
apparent, at times, the
older team was seemingly
reluctant to buy into Burgess’
philosophy.
And heading into this season
not many, myself included,
thought the women would be
almost as successful as what
they have been. I had the
Lakers finishing third in the
GLIAC North Division in the
preseason poll.
Trust me, it’s nothing
personal. It feels good to be
proven otherwise.
It’s been a pleasant and
refreshing storyline for GVSU
Athletics which lately hadn’t
been making headlines for its
on-the-field accomplishments.
It will be interesting to see
how the young team reacts in
the second half of the season,
during an intense and grueling
GLIAC schedule, including two
games against division leader
Michigan Tech.
But the fun and enthusiasm
of a win streak, however,
can remedy most aches and
ailments these women will
face.
bbeaupied® lanthorn xom

Womens basketball team credits
season success to leadership of
lone senior, Kim Wyngaard
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer
Senior leadership is an important
component to the success of any
prominent athletic program. From
the veteran linebackers of the NFL to
the senior rowers on the crew team,
experienced players are charged
with the task of bringing up a new
generation of athletes for future
competition.
Grand Valley State University Wyniaanl
senior Kim Wyngaard has that
very task with the school’s women’s basketball team.
Averaging 14 points and six boards per game, Wyngaard
has led her team to a 13-3 overall record through the
halfway point of the season.
But it is not so much her performance on the court
that makes her a special athlete, said GVSU head coach
Janel Burgess.
“She’s completely embraced being a senior,” she said.
“She realizes that she means so much to this program
in the sense of what she brings. It’s not all about her
rebounding and scoring - it’s more so her confidence
and expectations for herself. She’s just leaving the
footprint in the sand as far as good leadership, and I can
honestly say that she’s one of the most unselfish ladies
that I’ve ever coached.”
Selflessness is probably the most used term when
describing Wyngaard, said GVSU freshman guard
Jasmine Padin.
“It’s almost scary how selfless she is,” she said. “Kim
could score two points, grab one rebound and foul out
in the first five minutes and still be there supporting the
team from off of the bench. She wouldn’t be sobbing or
focused on herself at all.”
Wyngaard’s leadership qualities shine brighter with
the environment around her. She is the only senior on
a team comprised of eight freshmen, three sophomores
and three juniors.
“That was definitely something that concerned me
moving into the first part of November,” Burgess said.
“The good thing is that she’s got young kids around her
that want to achieve and be successful. That helps her
job a lot.”
Wyngaard echoed her coach’s feelings toward the
situation.
“At first I was a little nervous, but after a few weeks
I realized that I had a great supporting cast around
me,” she said. “I don’t really feel like I’m the only
senior anymore. Coaches do a good job of spreading
the leadership responsibilities, and a lot of people have
stepped up to take on those roles.”
Although the coaches try to spread the responsibility,
most members of the team feel their success is a direct

GVl i Brittany Jacqu*.
Fighting shot: GVSU senior Kim Wyngaard jumps up for a basket during a previous home game. Wyngaard is the Laker woflnen'S
basketball team's lone senior player. Wyngaard’s teammates credit the team's success as a direct reflection of her leadership on and offih*
basketball court. Wyngaard and her fellow Lakers will take on Northwood today in the Fieldhouse Arena

reflection of Wyngaard’s leadership.
“I never had a leader like her,” Padin said. “I was
always the leader at my school. But there’ll be times
when we get down on ourselves and she gets in our faces
saying, ’Don’t worry about it - let’s just get the next
play.’ Coming here and seeing that makes me want to be
like her someday, and that’s a pretty high standard.”
Wyngaard said she learned her leadership qualities as
a member of the program’s first national championship
team, as a freshman in 2006.

“Niki Reams (GVSU class of2006) was a senior when
I was a freshman,” she said. “She was a great player, tjut
she was an even better leader. She really exemplified tfie
qualities of the type of leader that I wanted to be.*’
Wyngaard, along with her teammates, will look <to
extend their 10-game winning streak when they take
on Northwood University today and Wayne State
University on Saturday.
----------------1
ejohnson@lanthorn-.tHHi

Offseason acquisitions draw top-flight talent
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

Though several Laker sports
are currently in the middle of
their seasons, offseason teams
are using the time to fill needs as
coaches head out on the recruiting
trail.
This winter, many Grand
Valley State University programs
have added some of the best talent
in the state of Michigan.
After a final four appearance
last season, women’s volleyball
coach Deanne Scanlon added four
high school seniors for the 2009
season. One of the highly touted
seniors was Olivia Kohler, from
North Branch, Mich. Kohler was
Michigan’s “Miss Volleyball” in
2008.
“(Kohler) is probably the most
high-profiled player we’ve ever
had,” Scanlon said. “She’s a kid
that we have been working with
since junior high, and although
she was pretty heavily recruited
by (Division I teams), Grand
Valley was kind of natural for
her.”
Along with Kohler, other
signees
included
Ashley
Blaszczak
(McBain, Mich./
Northern Michigan Christian),
Abigail
Ebels
(Belleville.
Mich.) and Samantha Phillips
(Vicksburg, Mich).
GVSU baseball coach Steve
Lyon was able to sign three
recruits for the 2010 season.
One of the big recruits for the
leakers is Giancarlo Brugnoni,
from St. Clair Shores, Mich.,
where he attended Warren De
\ja Salle High School — a
successful baseball school in
Michigan.
Lyon said Brugnoni brings
versatility to the program,
being able to play first base and
the outfield, as well as being a
solid hitter.

Visit Us on the

“We really think (Brugnoni)
will have a big impact on our
offense,” he said. “He’s a very
athletic kid and we really believe
he’s going to develop into a good
hitter for us.”
Other baseball players who
signed with the Lakers this winter
are Bobby Martin (Brandenton,
Fla./Kellogg
Community
College) and Tyler Wehner
(Blissfield,
MichVJackson
Community College).
“All of these guys have the
same mold with offensive ability,
and they have enough versatility
that once they get into our
program, we’ll be able to evaluate

them defensively,” Lyon said.
The men’s golf team also
signed a huge recruit for the 200910 season, adding Chase Olsen,
who earned all-state honors three
times while at White Pigeon High
School. He also earned a spot on
the2008 Michigan Interscholastic
Golf Coaches Association Super
team.
The leaker football team
awaits the national signing day of
Feb. 4, but has made an offer to
highly touted Holland Christian
High
School
quarterback
AJ. Westcndorp.
Last fall.
Westendorp threw for 3,600 yards
and ran 40 touchdowns, leading

his team to a state crown.
The team also has received
verbal commitments from Reggie
Williams, a quarterback from
Lansing Everett, defensive end
Denzel Rodgers of Clintondale
and local athlete Andrew l>ongo,
a wide receiver from Allendale.
As far the recruiting history
and process. Athletic Director
Tim Selgo said one of the most
important things when recruiting
is for the students to see the
campus.
“Our campus has always been
a key for us because we have a
beautiful campus and our facilities
are more outstanding than most,”

he said. “It’s. important) "for
students to come here and see it
first hand, and be able) totJperid
some time with the ppoplp tjtat
they are going to be co&chra by
and or play with.”
Selgo also ;«ddod his interest
in student athletes who were not
recruited as highly, but turn out to
be great at GVSU.
“We’ve had many students
who didn’t get as much recruiting
attention in high school,” he said.
"But when we recruited them,
and they came (to GVSU), some
turned out to be All-Americans
and most were very successful.”
jgreenleaf@ lanthorn .com
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New talent: Olivia Kohler, from North Branch, Mich, was Michigan's "Miss
Volleyball" in 2008 Kohler will play volleyball for the Lakers next season
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'A Raisin in the Sun'

nversinq with Erwin Raible
Collector Erwin Raible shared his
insights on collecting the art featured
in the Art Gallery’s exhibition of 18th
century French prints Monday in interview

form with his friend Dale Schriemer.
The
presentation
and
subsequent
discussion were held in the Loosemore
Auditorium on the Pew Campus.

‘(Raible) is very knowledgeable about
his own collection,” Schriemer, a GVSU
Music professor, said. ‘‘The only thing 1
regret is that I couldn’t see more.”

GVL / Brian B. Sevald

‘Seven Passages’ to give gay Christians voice
experience can have
on gay and lesbian
people,”
Beighley
said.
Not only might
this be an eye opener
for the audience, it
might also be one
By Josh Brunsting
for some of the
performers.
GV7, Staff Writer
SMNllMni
“This has been
One of the most hotly contested a
really
jarring
debates in the modern U.S. is gay experience,” said Julie Kehr, an
marriage, and beginning today, this actress in the play. “I grew up in
debate will make its way to Grand a very conservative home here
in
Valley State University.
West Michigan. My church was
“Seven Passages: Stories of Gay conservative, and now going through
Christians” is a play featuring a
school and doing this
collection of more than
play has really been an
“It's really important eye opening and great
100 interviews with gay
and Christian men and
that people see
experience.”
women in the greater
Sarah
McDowell,
what the impact
West Michigan area.
assistant director of
of the Christian
“In West Michigan,
the play, had similar
the biggest thing facing
experience can have feelings about the
the gay community is
overall experience. The
on gay and lesbian
the lackof information,”
Fenton native first fell
said Colette Beighley,
people.”
in love with theater in
assistant director of the
COLETTE BEIGHLEY
high school, and has
LGBT Resource Center
LGBT RESOURCE CENTER
continued ever since.
at GVSU. “I really
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
r“Not
only
have
hope that this gives
I been able to grow
people the opportunity
my stage abilities,”
to think through their own personal McDowell said, “but this is such a great
feelings about this subject.”
learning experience, and the message
The play is also centered on seven it has is one that needs to be talked
specific passages of scripture, which
are the most commonly used pieces
by the church to condemn the act of
homosexuality.
The people interviewed were asked
about the effect the interplay between
two different worlds, religion and
homosexuality, had on their lives. The
gay Christian experience is not one that
is talked about very often, Beighley
said, and that is one thing she hopes
to change by bringing this play to
campus.
“It’s really important that people
see what the impact of the Christian

Play to highlight
local relationship
between scripture,
homosexuality

about more. I just hope people see this
play, and then draw their own personal
conclusions and feelings.”
What is the biggest problem facing
the LGBT community today? To Kehr,
it is the idea that simply because of a
person’s sexual preference they are
considered abnormal somehow.
“I hope when people walk out of this
play they take a deep look at what their
own personal views are, and realize ...
no matter the sexual preference, each
person is still a normal person,” Kehr
said.
Director Stephanie Sandberg first
brought “Seven Passages” to the
stage at Calvin College. It has also
played in Grand Rapids, but this is
its first performance at GVSU. Every

performance during its premiere run
sold out. and Beighley said tickets are
going fast for this upcoming run.
“It’s really great to see such a
strong response from the community,”
Beighley said.
“Seven Passages: Stories of Gay
Christians” will play today through
Saturday at 7:30 p.m., with an
additional 2 p.m. matinee on Saturday.
Tickets cost $6. and may be picked up
at the 20/20 desk inside the Kirkhof
Center.
It will be shown in the Louis
Armstrong Theater in the Performing
Arts Center, also on the Allendale
Campus.
jbrunsting @ lanthorn .com

to explore Chicago
South Side racism
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor

The poet l^angston Hughes once
asked, "What happens to a dream
deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin
in the sun?”
Black
playwright
Lorraine
Hansberry explored this question in
her play,“A Raisin in the Sun,” which
will begin playing in Grand Rapids
on Friday.
“(The play) is about dreams, and
what happens if we defer a dream
too long,” said Bruce Tinker, the
executive and artistic director for the
Grand Rapids Civic Theatre, where
the show will take place.
“A Raisin in the Sun,” winner of
the Pulitzer Prize and a Tony Award,
is set in ‘50s America and shows the
story of a Black family who wants to
buy its first home. The play was the
first on Broadway by a Black author.
“It’s really one of the best
American plays of the last century,”
Tinker said.
The Younger family, in which
the plot revolves, consists of Lena,
the grandmother, her adult children
Walter and Beneatha, and Walter’s
family.
Lena used some of the insurance
money from her husband’s death
for the down payment on a house,
but soon finds out the middle-class
white neighborhood she wishes
to join objects strongly to the
Youngers’ presence. The play is
semi-autobiographical - Hansberry’s
family faced a similar struggle when
attempting to purchase a house.
The rest of the Younger family
each had his or her own ideas on
how to best spend their portion of the
insurance payment.
“Each of them has their own
individual dreams and ways to
achieve their dreams,” Tinker said.
Louis Moore, a Grand Valley
State University assistant professor of
History, said the play shows how each
member of the family has a different
idea of how to achieve the American
dream.
“What you have with the characters
is a microcosm of what’s going on in
the Chicago world,” Moore said.
The play is the story of the
Younger family, but it is also the story
of working-class families living in
Chicago’s South Side during the ‘50s,
struggling with racism and trying
to survive in run-down tenement
apartments.
“It’s a great play,” said Craig
Benjamin,aGVSU assistant professor
of History.
Benjamin said the play offers a
non-tradilional medium for GVSU
students to learn about the important
racial history of the U.S.
“History as an academic subject is
seen as very dry by many students,”
Benjamin said, but to put the history
in an entertaining play is “a way of
removing the distance and the dryness
of history.”
The audience will likely feel for
the Youngers during the course of the
play. After fighting in World War II,
Blacks thought they had earned equal
rights in the U.S., but that did not
happen for a while, Moore said.
He added Blacks were expecting
“democracy abroad and democracy at
home," but were disappointed to have
to continue to deal with segregation.
"There is a post-war America
economically growing stronger and
stronger,” yet “the divide is growing
larger and larger" between the races,
Moore said.
Instead of giving up, the Youngers
continued to push forward.
“It’s an incredibly wise and
beautiful play,” Tinker said.
Benjamin said now is the ideal
time to see “A Raisin in the Sun,"
because it begins its run at the end
of a big week for Blacks in America
- Martin Luther King Jr. Day and
the inauguration of the first Black
president, Barack Obama.
The play will run from Friday
until Feb. 8 at the Grand Rapids Civic
Theatre. For more information, visit
the Web site at http://www.grct .org.
arts @ lanthorn c om
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LGBT performance: Western Michigan University students rehearse scenes of "Seven Passages” before the group performs in England (From left)
Andrea Arvanigian, Brenna C. Cronin, Nathan Gregorski, Scott Wiltsie, Frank Williams, Carmen Molina and Michael Lopetrone performed in England
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Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Raisin racism: Rapper Sean ”P Diddy” Combs
(left) and Phylicia Rashad in a movie version of
"A Raisin m the Sun’ on the ABC Network The
Grand Rapids Civic Theatre win show the play
beginning Friday, and it will run until Feb 8
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Rock of Love
nauseates

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Freddy Cole trio to
bring cool jazz to GR
By Liz Reyna

Rock of Love is back like
Montezuma’s Revenge, and like
the Aztec emperor’s curse, the
show never fails to nauseate.
As always, the show, in its
third season, incorporates a wellknown TV dating formula.
Like usual, Bret Michaels,
lead singer of the rock band
Poison, chooses from 20
human blow-up dolls that have
seemingly all been dipped in
battery acid, to find his rock V
roll bride.
In hopes of winning
Michaels’ heart, the aspiring
groupies are put through the
ringer, enduring such mindgrueling tasks as mud-wrestling,
strip contests and beer chugging.
Personally, I can’t remember
the last time I mud-wrestled
my way into a relationship, but
then again, maybe I’m not as
adventurous as I should be.
With this new season, there
come exciting twists and turns
that differ from past seasons.
This season, the girls are
herded like done-up pigs into a
tour bus as it travels from venue
to venue filled with hardcore
Michaels fans who don’t know
the words to any song except
“Every Rose Has its Thom.”
But with the third season
of this show comes a truly
shocking and heart-breaking
thought: Michaels has searched
far and wide, from dark
alleyway to lighted street comer,
and still has not found love.
Shocking.
As it seems, both season one
winner Jess Rickleflf and season
two winner Ambre Lake could
not find love with Michaels.
Perhaps it was for the best.
This is not saying dating
a musician who is on tour for
nine months out of the year
is a complete death trap, it is
more like, a pleasant bear trap,
lovingly clenching on your ankle
for nine months while you wait,
wondering whether or not you
should gnaw off your own foot
and stumble back home.
But we should not knock a
girl for trying.
What are these shows
teaching us, other than one can
expect to find love in an instant
fast-forward, or rather fastbackward relationship, where
the physicality comes first and
well before any ground-breaking
communication occurs?
Perhaps this is why Michaels
is in his third season.
The network VH1 has a great
thing going for it. These shows
are a dime a dozen nowadays,
so if you do not already have the
pleasure to view enough sloppy
kissing, naked guitar playing
and free-for-all groping in your
own life, you can sit back in the
comfort of your own home and
watch how the pros do it.
lreyna@ lanthorn £om

GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Brother beat: Freddy Cole, jazz musician and brother of Nat King Cole, will
perform at St. Cecilia's Music Center in Grand Rapids tonight. After the show, Cole
and his jazz trio will meet fans and autograph CDs.

St. Cecilia’s Music Center in
Grand Rapids will welcome Freddy
Cole, younger brother of Nat King
Cole, tonight as he swings into
Grand Rapids for a night of jazz.
The event features Cole and his
trio: Guitarist Randy Napolean,
drummer Curtis Boyd and bassist
Elias Bailey.
Cole, who began recording
in 1952 with his first single
“The Joke’s on Me,” is today an
accomplished musician, emerging
from his brother’s shadow as one of
the top male jazz singers recognized
by The New York Times.
Cole and his trio tour
internationally, and have visited
Europe and South America.
Cathy Holbrook, executive
director of St. Cecilia’s, said the
event might be one of the biggest to
hit Grand Rapids this winter.
“We are really excited to have
someone of his caliber at St.
Cecilia’s and (in) Grand Rapids,”
Holbrook said. “He is a legend
... and to bring someone of his
stature in, it should be such a great
performance.”
The show is part of a jazz
series, of which Holbrook and her

and hear that kind of music that is
only heard through recordings,”
Froncek said. “He usually performs
in big cities like New York, so this
way students can see him without
having to (travel).”
Meghan Schultz, a health
professions major who listens to
jazz, said she believes the event
will be very exciting for students.
“This event is the
closest, in theory, we have
and
“Students might
to Nat King Cole, and
director of
judging from his music,
the GVSU
want to witness
I am sure his brother’s
Jazz
and hear that kind
music is just as good,”
Orchestra,
Schultz said.
said
of music that is
St. Cecilia’s is offering
although
only heard through
a meet and greet session
Freddy
recordings.”
with Cole and the trio
Cole is the
after the show, ak>ng with
younger
a special CD autograph
brother
TIM FRONCEK
session.
of
Nat
GVSU AFFILIATE PROFESSOR
The show will begin
King Cole
OF MUSIC
at 7:30 p.m.
and often
Tickets for the Freddy
sounds like
him, he does not apologize for this Cole concert are $30 and $35, but
similarity and also brings unique special student tickets are $10.
styles of his own to the table, such For more informationy call the St.
Cecilia Music Center at (616) 459as swinging vocals.
He added the event should be 2224.
a great opportunity for students
lreyna@ lanthorn £om
interested in jazz.
“Students might want to witness
committee welcome classical and
jazz performers from around the
world to St. Cecilia’s.
Holbrook said the committee
looks at people who liave a history
of performing, not just those who
have had great careers, and Cole
fits the bill.
Tim Froncek, affiliate professor
of Music at Grand Valley State
University

Classic films to fit modern box-office tastes

Many Grand Valley State
University students like to
flock to the newest, big-budget
movie releases. There is nothing
wrong with this; however, the
movies that have stood the test
of time should not be forgotten.
The Lanthorn offers additional
movie suggestions:
If you enjoyed the cute
comedy “Bride Wars,” you
should watch “Love Actually.”
This movie takes place during
Christmastime and shows
different aspects of love from new to old, to heartache
and happiness. It focuses
on different relationships
(not all romantic), that are
all intertwined in surprising
ways. It shows the struggles
and the progress of those
relationships, allowing many
laughs throughout. For a “chick
flick,” this movie has even
gotten the thumbs up from
males. With the cast including
Hugh Grant. Emma Thompson,
Alan Rickman (Harry Potter’s
Snape), Laura Linney and Keira
Knightley, this film is "the
ultimate romantic comedy,” just
as its tagline suggests.
If you are more into drama,
action or war movies, such as
“Gran Torino" or “Valkyrie,”
then "Rules of Engagement”
is the movie for you. Starring

See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com for
a movie review.

Tommy Lee Jones and Samuel
L. Jackson, this movie follows
Col. Terry L. Childers (played
by Jackson), who leads a
mission in Yemen to rescue
the American ambassador
from an embassy surrounded
by hostile protesters. Childers
is accused of killing innocent
civilians, who were actually
shooting at his men and him.
The movie shows Childers’
struggle to prove his innocence
and maintain his dignity as an
American soldier.
If you have been enjoying
comedies such as “Paul Blart:
Mall Cop,” then try the classic
comedy “A Night at the
Roxhury.” This 1998 film stars
Will Ferrell and Chris Kattan
as Steve and Doug Butabi,
brothers who try desperately
to get into all of the best clubs,
but constantly get denied. These
nerds come from a wealthy
family full of expectations,
but they just want to have fun.
Watch their antics as they meet
a club owner and try to start
their own club. You’ll laugh the
whole way through.
For those who enjoyed
watching “Notorious,” the
biopic of late rapper Notorious
B.I.G, try “Some Like It Hot,”
the musical starring Marilyn
Monroe, Jack Lemmon
and Tony Curtis. Although
obviously very different, this
movie is also about the musical
world, and is a classic comedy.
The 1959 movie focuses on
two male musicians who face
rough times and try to find
more work. They learn of two

openings in a women’s band
for the instruments they play,
so they join the band dressed
in drag. The legendary sex
symbol Monroe is the band’s
singer, and the two men dressed
in drag fall for her. This movie
is surprisingly funny and will
make even those who are hard
to please chuckle.
If you liked being scared by
“The Unborn,” try the Halle
Berry horror flick “Gothika.”
Berry plays Dr. Grey, a
psychologist who is admitted
to her own psych ward after the

mystery of her husband’s death
- she is accused of the murder.
Experience ghosts, screaming,
messages written in blood and
the terror of the unknown as you
try to piece together what really
happened to Dr. Grey. This
movie also stars Robert Downey
Jr. and Penelope Cruz.
If you did not like any of the
current box office hits, or you
just love viewing awesomely
bad movies, try 1983’s
“Sleepaway Camp.” The horror
movie focuses on a teenage
girl at camp, who does not fit

in. People begin mysteriously
dying at the camp, without the
killer being revealed, giving
the movie a sense of suspense.
However, the violent deaths
seem unbelievable with horribly
bad graphics. Horrible acting
adds to the laughability of the
movie. A twist at the end makes
the movie even worse. If you
want to watch a movie that
was not made for laughing, but
makes you laugh anyway, rent
this movie immediately.
jpawlowski@ lanthorn .ami

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASS

LIONSGATE
invites you and a guest to a special advance screening.

THE FIRST GENUINELY

FUNNY MOVIE OE 2009!"
Roarer Moon-. (mi .ANDO SENTINEL

Stir’s un executive on the move.
Hut lirr c areer i* taking her
a little farther than she mpeeted.

www.cbeech.com
CALL TODAY 616-895-2900
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• Activity Room
• Online rent pay
• Fitness Center open 24/7
•
.
•
.

NEWinTOWN

Snow and Trash Removal
24 Hour Maintenance Service Requests
Outdoor basketball and volleyball courts
Management office open seven days a week
Located on 48th Avenue along GV Bus Route 48

www.nrwintownniovir.roin

IN THEATERS JANl IARY 30
The first 50 people to stop by the The Grand Valley Lanthorn office
on Monday, January 26 will receive a complimentary pass for you and a guest
to the special advance screening. The screening will be on
Tuesday, January 27 at the AMC Star Grand Rapids at 7:00PM.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn Is located at 0051 Kir*of Center at Grand Valley State University
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES. Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
F mail your classifieds! classifieds<g>lanthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTV
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60</Word
55C/Word
50C/Word

55C/Word
50C/Word
45C/Word

Announcements

Services

For Sale

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn car
help you spread the word
331-2460.

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Opportunities

CD/DVD Exchange on Alpine
Ave. & 28th Street buys and
sells games, textbooks, CDs,
DVDs, and collectibles. Visit
their website at
changes.com

CD and DVD Exchange buys
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text
books, games, and collectibles!
Visit
www.cddvdexchanges.com or
call 616-785-0251 for more in
formation.

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthorn.com.

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Wanted
Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Entertainment

Panama Qt| Beach, FT

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!
UO / i I

.
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........ .

Free Spring Break Model Search
Calendar (lsl 1,000 reservalions)

www.SandpiperBeacon.com
Experienced Attorneys
3 rviiles from Campus

ml

www.daviclknocstc

House for rent. 647 California
street' 4 bedroom, 2 bath.
Completely remodeled, all new
appliances including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher. 1 block
tow Pew campus. Offstreet
WfiRg 616 776 7693
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Now Leasing for 2009!
Call for your

This >s *
Great p'ace

to Ca" Home

GVS U

at

a Gieat P'ice

Student Rate

616.453.9190

Ollawa Creek
APAHTM ENTS
your home away from home
-—

11127 52nd Ave

---------

ottawacreek.com

Mention this Ad
and Receive
1200.00
Oft 1st Months Rentl

Call Now!
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616.453.9190

were children when they were liberated
nfrom Hitler s most notorious death camp

www.wgvu.org

A Service of Grand Valley State University
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★★
★ Moderate

★ ★ Challenging
*** HOO BOY!

See Answers on B3

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10! 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit www.copperbeechtownhomes.com.

University Townhouses and
Apartments...starting at only
$250/person and less than 2
miles away from Allendale cam
pus! Call 616-895-4001 or visit
GVTownhouses.com.
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The Bicycle Factory! LEED cer
tified ROOFTOP townhouse
next to Secchia Hall! 12 units
are 2 bedroom 11/2 bath with
home feel. Many amenities plus
outdoor deck with fantastic
views of downtown and the
Grand River. Prices from $750 $850.
Contact
Dan
at
616-822-0202.

c .com
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TIKI BAR
800-488-8828
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Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

Dancing Day & Night • DJs
Housing
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Roommates

Spring Bre

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 S

by Linda Thistle
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Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300

Allendale Campus

$5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

Weekly SUDOKU

Have an upcoming event yoi
want to publicize? Submit yout
event to our free entertainmenl
calendar online at www.lanthorn.com.

Beijing Restaurant- Take out,
Eat in. Lunch Buffet Specials
Daily! Also ask about our daily
specials! 342 State Street,
Downtown GR. 616-458-8383.
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Broadway Grand Rapids

*

Opera Grand Rapids

• • •
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ROADWAY
DeVos Performance Hall
303 Monroe Ave.
____
Visit http://www.bwaygr.org/for ticket
information and upcoming shows.
&
g

“RAIN-A Tribute to the Beatles’
jJan. 27-29 at 7:30p.m.
Jan. 29, 31 at 2p.m.
Jan. 30-31 at 8p.m.
Feb. I at 3 p.m.
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DeVos Performance Hall
303 Monroe Ave.
Visit http://www.operagr.com/for ticket
information and upcoming shows.
“The Elixir of Love "
Feb. 13-14 at 7:30p.m.

30 N. Division
Visit http://www.grct.org/for ticket
'5 information and performance dates
ob and times.
|| “A Raisin in the Sun ” “The Producers
« Jan. 23-Feb. 8
March 6-29
Comfortable, Affordable Living.

Van Andel Arena
130 Fulton West
Visit http://www. vanandelarena, com/
for ticket information and full event
schedule.

Features:
Laundry Facilities
Heat Included
24hr Emergency Available
Pet Friendly
24 Hour Fitness Room
Computer Lab

I and 2 bedrooms available
Slop in today to check out our great floor plansl

“Motley Owe with Hinder & Theory of a Deadman
Feb. 13 at 6:30p.m.

“Celtic Woman ”
Feb. 15 at 7:30p.m.

"Rascal Flatts'
Feb. 5 at 8p.m.

Plaza Towers Apartments
Luxury Skyrise Living in the Heart of Downtown
Grand Rapids

Grand Rapids Syvnpiiony
firs Performance Hall
W$ Monroe Ave.
38mil http./Mww.grsymphony. org/for ticket

Luxury Studio, 1, and 2 Bedroom Apartments located
directly across the river from GVSU’s downtown campus.
Enjoy our on-site 24-hour fitness center, indoor pool,
expanded cable TV service, covered parking, and
connection to the Skywalk. Flexible leasing terms and
furnished units available.

I* 1, A Z A
TOWERS

(616) 776-3300
www.plazatowcrsapartmcnts.com
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The B.0.B-Crush-Dr. Grins

Monte’s

20 Monroe Ave.

438 Bridge St. NW
(616) 774-5969

(616) 493-2011

10%

WlX

O’Toole’s
448 Bridge St.
(616) 742-6095

342 Stat* Street to/f Cherry St.)

McFadden’s
Restaurant &
Saloon

Sod*:

$4.25

DINNER $595
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Also Try
Mongolian Beef
Mb Hunan Chicken
Szechuan Pork
Kung Po Chicken
Orange/ Sesame Chicken
LUNCH

Off

458 8383

M>nrv*ri. Lunch Buffet - S4 99 /.* o taw &
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Free
1
Egg Roll/Soup!
w/ $5 order !

i...

Meals Include Fried Rice & Crab Cheese

Free
Crab Cheese •
w/ $10 order!

IUE BUY RI1D SELL
GAMB

TEXTBOOKS

OS

DVDS

COUECnW.ES
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3728 Alplno Avo.
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3959 28th St.
OraiMl Rapid.

49321

ow LRy Me Down
fTo Sleep ...

49512

Activate “sleep features on computers and office
equipment that power down when not in use for a
while. Turn off equipment during longer periods of
non-use to cut energy costs and improve longevity.

■facilities Services
Energy Department

www.gvsu. edu/facilityservices
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